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Colin -You can make history in the next few hours.
We're within striking distance of 2 million people owning a piece of this movement.
Supporters like you are transforming the way political campaigns are run -- and you're sending
a powerful message that you're ready for real change in Washington.
Meanwhile, John McCain is running the same Karl Rove-style campaign that George W. Bush ran
four years ago. He's avoiding issues and attempting to tear down our movement with personal
attacks and fear mongering.
Not only has McCain voted with Bush 95% of the time, he's adopted the same political
playbook. We've seen it all before, and we can't afford 4 or 8 more years of the same low road
tactics and disastrous policies.
Be one of the 2 million determined to defeat Bush-style fear and division by donating
$5 or more to build this movement for change.
It's up to each of us to make sure that this election brings change to America. And none of us
can do it alone.
Let's show we really are ready for a change from the Bush-Rove politics that McCain stands for.
I hope you'll make a contribution today to support a new kind of politics and make history with
2,000,000 donors:
https://donate.barackobama.com/realchange
We're all counting on each other to bring the change our country needs.
Thanks for everything you are doing,
Barack
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